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1. (9 points)
For each of the following vocabulary terms, write a concise 1-2 sentence definition. Be brief, and to the point.

(a) [3 pts] delimiter

**Solution:** A character that is used to separate (or delimit) separate data items in a string. The default delimiter for comma separated value (CSV) files is the comma.
Looking for: Separation of data items.

(b) [3 pts] parameter

**Solution:** parameter - A name used inside a function to refer to the value passed as an argument.

(c) [3 pts] instantiate

**Solution:** To create an instance of a class, and to run its initializer.

2. (5 points)
For each of the following multiple choice questions, indicate the best correct answer. Indicate your selected answer by circling it.

(a) [1 pt] How do you typically take notes in this class?
A. Using pen/pencil and paper
B. On my computer in IDLE/Python
C. On a computer/tablet (typing text, handwriting) without executing python
D. I don’t take notes, I just watch and learn.
Examine the following code when answering the following four multiple choice questions:

```python
midnightSnack={"Candy": ["Gummy Worms", "Tootsie Rolls", "Twix", "Reeses"],
               "Soda": ["Pepsi", "Tab", "Mellow Yellow"],
               "Snacks": ["Cheetos", "Onion Rings", "Fritoes", "Trail Mix"] }

candyList=midnightSnack["Candy"]
goToSnack=candyList[4]
```

(b) [1 pt] What is candyList?
A. ["Gummy Worms"]
B. ["Gummy Worms", "Tootsie Rolls", "Twix", "Reeses"]
C. []
D. An Index Error is raised

(c) [1 pt] What is goToSnack?
A. "Reeses"
B. ["Reeses"]
C. ["Gummy Worms", "Tootsie Rolls", "Twix", "Reeses"]
D. An Index Error is raised

(d) [1 pt] Which of the following pieces of code would successfully create a list of all the values in midnightSnack?
A. midnightSnack.values()
B. midnightSnack.items()
C. list(midnightSnack.values())
D. alist=[]
   alist.extend(midnightSnack.values())
E. both c and d are correct

(e) [1 pt] Which one of the following statements would create an error?
A. midnightSnack[ ("Meals") ]= ["Pizza", "BBQ Chicken Wings", "Pancakes"]
B. midnightSnack.sort()
C. aName="Bojangles"
   midnightSnack[ aName ]= aName
D. midnightSnack.keys()
E. both A and B
F. both C and D
3. (6 points)
Given that the files: `main.py`, `dumbmath.py`, `add.py`, and `multiply.py` are all in the same directory, what is printed to the screen when `main.py` is run? If a line will result in an error, print "error" in its place and continue on. Draw a box around your answer!

```python
# main.py
import dumbmath
from add import *

print(dumbmath.add(a, b))
print(dumbmath.multiply(2, 3) + dumbmath.multiply(a, b))
print(multiply(2, 3))
print(add.add(5, 3))
```

```python
# add.py
a = 3
b = 4
from multiply import multiply
print("Ready to add!")
def add(a, b):
    return a + b
```

```python
# dumbmath.py
print("halp!")
def add(a, b):
    return "a" + "b"
def multiply(a, b):
    return "a" * b
```

```python
# multiply.py
def multiply(a, b):
    return a * b
```
Solution:

halp!
Ready to add!
ab
aaaaaa
6
***ERROR***

Grading:

+1 for each correct line in correct position/order (6 total)
-1 for any extra lines (over 6).
4. (12 points)

(a) [6 pts] Consider the following code:

```python
def mysteryFunc(x,y):
    outputList = []
    for i in range(1,x+1):
        temp = []
        for j in range(1,y+1):
            temp.append(i*j)
        outputList.append(temp)
    return outputList
```

```python
a = mysteryFunc(4,4)
b = mysteryFunc(6,1)
```

Write what a and b point to after the code is executed:

Solution:

```python
a = [[1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 4, 6, 8], [3, 6, 9, 12], [4, 8, 12, 16]]
b = [[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]]
```

GRADING:

- +2 correct number of nested lists
- +2 correct number of elements within nested lists
- +2 correct value per element

(b) [6 pts] Consider the following code:

```python
def aFunc(aList):
    newList = []
j = 0
    for i in range(len(aList[0])):
        temp = []
        for j in range(len(aList)):
            temp.append(aList[j][i])
        newList.append(temp)
    return newList
```

```python
e = aFunc(["a", "b", "c"], [1,2,3], [4,5,6], [7,8,9], [10,11,12])
f = aFunc(["d", "e", "f", "g", "h"], [99,98,97,96,95], [94,93,92,91,90])
```

Write down what e and f point at after this code is executed:

Solution:

```python
e = [['a', 1, 4, 7, 10], ['b', 2, 5, 8, 11], ['c', 3, 6, 9, 12]]
f = [['d', 99, 94], ['e', 98, 93], ['f', 97, 92], ['g', 96, 91], ['h', 95, 90]]
```
GRADING:
+2 for correct number of nested lists
+2 for correct number of elements per nested list
+2 for correct value per element
5. (5 points)
Examine this code and write down what it would print when executed:

```python
def deweyDecimal(subject, country):
    dewey = {}
    dewey = {
        "General":000, 
        "Philosophy":100, 
        "Religion":200, 
        "Social Sciences":300, 
        "Language":400
    }
    country = country.lower()
    try:
        dewey["Natural Sciences"] = 500
        print(dewey[country])
    except:
        print("This test is easy!")
    number = dewey[subject]
    if country == "Europe":
        number = str(number) + "0.5"
        dewey[subject]=number
    elif country == None:
        number = str(number) + "0.6"
        dewey[subject]=number
    numbers = []
    for item in dewey.keys():
        numbers.append(float(dewey[item]))
    numbers = numbers.sort()
    print(numbers)
    print(dewey)

deweyDecimal("Religion","Europe")
```

Solution:

This test is easy! None 'General works': 0, 'Natural Science': 500, 'Social sciences': 300, 'Language': 400, 'Philosophy and psychology': 100, 'Religion': "2000.5" **Order of items does not matter**

Grading: 1 point for "This test is easy!" 1 point for "None" 1 point for any dictionary. -1 for each extra line 1 point for getting types of all the values correct (integer vs. strings) 1 point for adding Natural Sciences to the dictionary
6. (8 points) 
Create a new class called Car which takes in two parameters, the number of miles the 
car currently has as a float (miles) and the color of the car as a string (color). In addition 
to the initializer, the class should have two methods:

- **drive** - takes in the number of miles to drive the car as a parameter and updates the Car 
object’s miles driven. Should also print "Vroom!" every time the method is called.
- **newPaint** - takes in no parameters. Asks the user what color they would like to paint 
their car and updates the car’s color accordingly

Solution:

```python
class Car:
    def __init__(self, miles, color):
        self.miles = miles
        self.color = color

    def drive(self, milesDriven):
        print('Vroom!')
        self.miles = self.miles + milesDriven

    def newPaint(self):
        newColor = input("What color would you like to paint your car?")
        self.color = newColor
```

Grading:
+1 for Class Car: (or Class Car()):
+1 for __init__ with 3 parameters
+2 for initializing self.miles and self.color correctly.
+1 for def drive(self, someParameter):
+1 for adding someParameter to self.miles.
+1 for newPaint(self)
+1 for updating self.color correctly.
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